geomagnetic field, is very complex and
the existing observational information is
poor. Only occasional measurements
have been made by rockets or, at the
upper end of the altitude range, by a few
satellites at perigee or during their decay
phase. At an altitude of about 100 km,
the mean free path of the atmospheric
gas is comparable to the typical satellite
size. Above, molecular diffusion beco
mes predominant, i.e. the atmospheric
constituents begin to separate from
each other, and atomic oxygen becomes
important. The turbulence typical of alti
tudes up to 100 km is no longer a domi
nant factor.
Among the principal scientific objec
tives for low altitude satellites, is the
determination of the chemical composi
tion of the neutral atmosphere, in the
region where the vertical transport pro
cesses are important for the exchange of
hydrogen (upwards) and nitrogen com
pounds (downwards). A number of dif
ferent atomic and molecular species are
present (H, H2, O, O2, N2, as well as
traces of minor components, for exam
ple sulphur); these particles can com
bine with each other in a variety of ways,
so that a large number of components
exist, with a large spectrum of proper
ties and lifetimes. Realistic modelling of
the atmospheric composition and ver
tical distribution are in dire need of insitu mass spectrometric measurements.
Also, chemical tracers inside large vo
lumes and areas can be seeded in order
to study the complex pattern of neutral
atmospheric circulation.
Another kind of basic problem has to
do with fluid dynamics: in particular,
aerodynamic and heat transfer coeffi
cients within a variety of conditions
which cannot be obtained by current
wind tunnel technology, because of the
impossibility of making thermo-fluid-dy
namic measurements in regimes where
low Reynolds numbers are combined
with high Mach numbers. Low altitude
tethered satellites may also be used as a
sort of "open wind tunnel", operating
over time ranges much longer than any
existing or proposed ground facility.
Also in the field of remote sensing,
tethered satellites will prove invaluable
for increasing the accuracy of real time
cartographic maps from space.
The ionized atmosphere
In the same altitude range, the atmo
spheric components are subject to the
ionizing action of ultraviolet solar radia
tion. The energy released in the process
heats the gas to temperatures that in
crease as the altitude increases: elec
trons, positive ions and neutrals exhibit

Physics Education Counsellors for China
The European Physical Society has been invited by the Citizen Ambassador Pro
gram based in the USA to submit the name(s) of a leader to head an international
delegation of professionals in physics education to China. The leader would be
expected to participate in the development phase of the project that has been
initiated by the Physical Society of the People's Republic of China. Responsibilities
would include agreeing on the area of professional interest and selecting the
delegation members. Expenses would be covered by the Program. No dates have
yet been fixed for the delegation's visit, but a period inthe early Autumn of this year
or Spring of 1990 is projected. Qualified physicists interested in this project should
contact the EPS Secretariat in Geneva for further details.
different vertical profiles of temperature,
because thermal exchange decreases
with altitude owing to the fast transition
from a regime of high collisional rate bet
ween neutrals and ions to one of vani
shing rate. At lower altitudes, the ions
are carried along by neutral winds, while
a few tens of km above, electric field drift
motions dominate. Global motions of
the ionized components embedded in
the neutral gas give rise in the presence
of the geomagnetic field to electrical
currents (the so-called dynamo cur
rents), which are the main source of
geomagnetic variations on the ground,
either regular (in particular diurnal) or
irregular, as well as of Joule heating.
These currents, which are essentially

ionospheric at low and middle latitudes,
are indeed the low latitude aspect of the
complicated current circulation pattern
taking place at higher latitudes. In the
polar caps, owing to the high conducti
vity along the nearly vertical geomagne
tic field lines, a system of aligned cur
rents, called Birkeland currents, builds
up connecting the lower atmosphere
and ionosphere to the external magnetospheric regions, where the impinging
solar wind delivers energy to the magne
tosphere. This current pattern at high
latitudes and in the polar caps is subject
to large perturbations, in particular
during geomagnetic storms and in the
not infrequent event of bombardment by
high energy protons from the Sun.
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